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SID# 

Name ___________________________  Date: ___________________ 
 

Course: US History/Ms. Brown   Homeroom:  
 

7th Grade US History 
Standard #  – Do Now – Day #8 

 
Aims: SWBAT demonstrate mastery of unit 1 geographical concepts 
 

DO NOW 
 
Directions: Answer the following questions in complete and historically accurate sentences. You 
must attempt each question, there should be absolutely no blank spaces. Be sure to provide 
examples and evidence to support your answers.  
 

Map Skills Mini Quiz! Are you a Map Master?  
 
 
DOGSTAILS B 
 
1. Which part of the map gives information about distances on a map? ________________ 
 
2. Which part of the map tells the subject of the map? ______________ 
 
3. Which part of a map explains the symbols used on the map? __________________  
 
Special Lines of Latitude  
Match the letter from the map that matches each location  
 

 
4. _____ Tropic of Cancer  
 
5. _____ Arctic Circle  
 
6. _____ Tropic of Capricorn  
 
7. _____ Antarctic Circle  

 
 
 
 

 
 CONTINUE 
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7H102 Cardinal Directions 
 

 
 
8. What direction is the airport from the Barrier Dam? ______________________ 
 
9. Which factory is farthest east? ______________________ 
 
10. Which park is southeast of Fish Lake? ______________________ 
 
11. What direction is the Movie Theatre from the Horse Stables? ______________________ 
 
12. Which is southwest from Lake Front Park?  
a. Amber Ave  b. Library  c. Horse Stables  d. Fish Lake 
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I. Daily Debrief 
 
Dear Brainiacs,  
 
In the past two weeks we have gone over lots of geographical concepts. Today you will 
have the opportunity to review the concepts that you feel that you need the most 
practice with! That’s right, YOU CHOOSE! Your options are:  
 
1. The “Man”-Hunt at Moose Gulch 
Description: The Town of Moose Gulch, Alaska was founded when prospectors had great 
luck finding gold in the nearby hills. Moose Gulch prospered until disaster hit. The 
feared bank robber, Bessie James, spoiled the good fortune by robbing the First Nugget 
Bank then disappearing with all the gold  
Skill(s): Map Symbols and Legend; Compare Locations (Relative Location)  
 
2. Diving for Treasure at the Bottom 
Description: For a thousand years, ships were caught in perilous storms and other 
dangers along the ancient European shipping routes. Many shipwrecks lie beneath the 
waters of the Mediterranean Sea. Use the map to locate the shipwrecks and to add a few 
not already shown!  
Skill(s): Grid Locations; Historical Map  
 
3. The Rush to Crack the Internet Spy Network 
Description: A sinister group of computer hackers have set up a world wide internet spy 
network to steal classified information. You, the Master Hacker-Cracker, have been 
asked to stop these villains! You’ve already discovered their Headquarters in Abuja, 
Nigeria. Now you have to locate every city where they have an operating center and 
break its connection.  
Skill(s): Latitude & Longitude; World Cities  
 
You will choose TWO of these assignments. One to be completed in class and the second 
to be completed for homework. Below write the title of the Assignment you plan to 
complete.  
 
Top Choice (In Class Assignment)  
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Second Choice (Homework Assignment)  
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 


